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The Diversity, Equity, Inclusion & Justice (DEIJ) Committee serves the COPE

STUDENT

community (faculty, staff, and students) through its work, commitment, and

REPRESENTATIVES:

engagement. This committee upholds the Texas Woman’s University core values and
mission. This committee’s mission is to manage and to defend the ethos in diversity,
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equity, inclusion, and social justice, and to respect, recognize, celebrate, and honor

SVOSVE - 2 AND

individuals’ identities, talents, gifts, and scholarly contributions within the COPE
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community and the world. It aligns and supports COPE core values and mission.
For more information about the DEIJ Committee, refer to the TWU’s COPE website:
https://twu.edu/college-professional-education/deij/
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Letter from Kudakwashe Svosve, DEIJ
Committee Student Representative
WRITTEN BY KUDAKWASHE SVOSVE
PHOTO PROVIDED BY KUDAKWASHE SVOSVE
Hello fellow students,
My name is Kudakwashe Svosve, (casually known as

Now as an aspiring educator, I expect to encounter

“Blessing”) and I’m a member of the DEIJ committee.

students with varying backgrounds and even have

Diversity, equity, inclusion, and justice are words that not

classrooms with a variety of cultures. I desire to take what

only bring life to my soul; but inspire me to take a call to

I've learned from DEIJ and take it to them. To not only

action as well. Like many of you, I’m a product of my

support my students academically but in their

environment, however, my environment growing up may

differences as well. The moment that I received an email

have been somewhat distinct from yours. Born in

about DEIJ I was instantly intrigued. Because I knew that

Zimbabwe in the crisp winter of 98’, it wasn't too long

it would not only serve others but myself as well. This

before my family and I found ourselves in the DFW

committee is geared towards meeting the needs of TWU

metroplex in the winter of 2000. I grew up knowing

students in an area that tends to be underserved. DEIJ

exactly where I was from, however it was very different

has been an answered prayer for me as well because it

from the land that I was being brought up in. Several

has educated me and opened my eyes to the type of

events confirmed my uniqueness and even more revealed

work that needs to be done. Work that can be done not

just how foreign I was. Not just foreign to my American

only on this committee but in my community, and my

peers, but Zimbabwean ones as well. My life has been a

future classroom as well. For some time now, I have been

constant rhythm and pace of feeling out of place, not

on a personal quest to learn more about other people

always relating to those around me, and feeling lost in a

and their cultures. To build bridges and meet people

variety of cultural norms as well.

where they’re at. As well as to seek understanding and
make my values known. As a member of this committee, I

I'm now very proud of being an immigrant and I have a

plan to not only serve, but listen, inquire, and work to

strong appreciation of my roots. I also love the fact that I

help you.

was raised in a place that now feels like home. I have
learned to love the essence of being bicultural, and all its
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quirks. However, this journey took a while, and along the
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way, I had several unpleasant experiences. Such as being

DEIJ Committee

micro aggressed, misunderstood, made fun of, and
completely confused. And I can't help but think that a
more diverse environment would have served me better
when I was younger. Because in the presence of diversity
there is acceptance, understanding, awareness, and even
reconciliation. Being in an environment that supported
equity would have helped me feel accommodated. A
state of inclusion would’ve helped me to feel a sense of
belonging. And a mind of justice would have helped me
to advocate for myself and others in the times when it
was necessary. Although I don't scorn or have any ill
feelings about what happened in the past, I now see how
it could've been better. I have better language and
understanding of how I could’ve changed the mold
instead of trying to fit in.
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Dear COPE Students,

In order to lead and make our world, our

May 25, 2021. It is one year since the death and killing

communities, and our lives better, the change and

of George Floyd. His death impacts our lives, our

engagement start with you. Your commitment. Your

communities, and our world. It influences me to

contributions. Your work. Your efforts. TWU is a great

rethink how I approach and discuss race, ethnicity,

university that is committed to embrace and embody

class, culture, inclusion, social justice, equity, and

diversity, equity, inclusion, and social justice. TWU

diversity. When I received an email from the School of

supports its cultural and diverse faculty, staff,

Library & Information Studies about the Diversity,

students, and community. I am hopeful for the future.

Equity, Inclusion & Justice (DEIJ) Committee seeking
two student representatives in applying and filling

It is an honor and duty to work, serve, and represent

two committee positions, I didn’t hesitate and I

you. COPE is diversity, equity, inclusion, and social

applied for one of the two committee positions. I

justice . To learn more information about the DEIJ

want to commit, work, engage, speak, and contribute

Committee, here is the link to access:

towards the national conversation in diversity, equity,

https://twu.edu/college-professional-education/deij/ .

inclusion, and social justice. I did not want to walk
away and ignore this conversation. For me, I respond

If you want or you need to talk, contribute, and share

to the calling: to represent and speak on behalf of the

your concerns, suggestions, recommendations, and

students in COPE.

issues, our door is always open.

I am a multiracial woman and a graduate student

All the best to your studies and your scholarly

pursuing a Master of Library Science degree at the

endeavors,

School of Library & Information Studies. THE DEIJ
Committee provides space for me to share and
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discuss my experiences, issues, concerns, ideas,
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suggestions, and recommendations to faculty

DEIJ Committee

committee members, and to represent and advocate
for COPE students. The DEIJ Committee is important
for COPE. COPE consists of diverse faculty, staff, and…
students. Your voices, concerns, experiences,
suggestions, recommendations, issues, contributions,
and opinions about diversity, equity, inclusion, and
social justice matter, inspire, and ignite change and
action for the betterment of the COPE community. As
a Student Representative DEIJ Committee Member, I
serve, listen, support, and communicate your issues,
experiences, suggestions, recommendations,
contributions, and concerns to the DEIJ Committee.
We represent COPE. We are educators. We educate,
share, and advocate for diversity, equity, inclusion, and
social justice in our lives, our communities, our world,
and our current and future professions.
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